
IGCSE RESULTS – 2014

“I like people who are able to keep pushing themselves and challenging themselves even after
great success.” - John C. Reilly

We at Good Shepherd International School are still in our pursuit towards pushing ourselves and
challenging ourselves, even after great success stories. The International General Certificate of
Secondary Education (IGCSE) Examination results for the year 2013-2014 mark another episode
to these series. We are proud to inform that we have lived up to our vision and mission. We have
worked tougher, strived harder and hence could soar higher.

The IGCSE result for the year 2013-2014 has sparkled and brightened our hearts. The challenge of
taking examinations in nine compulsory subjects this year, could not deface our students’
performance. The batch-toppers, Joseph Leander (Science) and Sahil Mirchandani
(Commerce) scored a walloping seven A*s each. Rohan Kalwani and Parikshit Vikas
Ganeriwala secured 6 A*s while Anuraag Manjunatha, Abhi Ajay Mittal and N uzla
Noorudheen Kalathil gained 5 A*s.

13 students notched A*s in French whereas 13 A*s were scored in Biology.A total of nineteen
students secured distinction and sixteen students achieved merit. Over-all 73 A*s, 98 As and
89 Bs were scored in different subjects by our diligent students. We appreciate the89 Bs were scored in different subjects by our diligent students. We appreciate the
conscientious and tireless trudges they had throughout the year, to achieve such spectacular
results.

Our humble endeavor to brighten up the dark alleys of the world with the candle of education is
aided by the Almighty’s grace. We are delighted to reap the return for the long hours of
meticulously planned teaching hours, night preps and the tuitions we invested in. Our growth is
evident and the result speaks volume about our workforce’s productivity.

The school believes that all humans are born alike; it is education which makes them different.
Education: a continuous drive of acquainting students with the very best of learning
experience and intellectual curiosity, while clinging to the rootsof tradition. We are certain to
bring a remarkable difference in this world by providing disciplined, compassionate, tolerant and
accountable individuals of our cute and beautiful children.

“Excellence is the result of caring more than others think is wise, risking more than others think is
safe, dreaming more than others think is practical, and expecting more than others think is
possible.” On this occasion, we want our dear parents to realize that we do care greatly for your
precious jewels, risk entirety for their well-being, dream ceaselessly about their future and expect
eventually to see them evolved as globally-minded citizens.

With the Almighty’s grace and our parents’ unfailing support, we would certainly go miles beyond
these achievements in the future to come!


